ACROSS
1) Hoodwink
5) Shock
9) Element No. 5
14) Knowing, as a secret
15) Prefix with -leaks or -pedia
16) Met event
17) They attract
19) Make more exciting (with "up")
20) Censure
21) Chilly attitude
23) More like ripe meat
24) State categorically
25) Not well
26) Hit man
30) A great deal
33) Put the cuffs on?
34) Rapid bustling movement
35) Beyond homely
36) Detached
37) Make a break for it
38) Hawaiian gift
39) Come in
40) Rope fiber
41) Trellis
43) Attorneys passed it
44) Petty argument
45) Hotel relatives
46) One using FedEx
51) Teach
53) Foofaraws
54) North and South poles, e.g.
56) Severely overweight
57) Highlander
58) Like one end of a pool
59) Sat for photos
60) Nimble
61) Small whirlpool

DOWN
1) Christian with a fashion sense
2) Remove, as a clothespin
3) Dad (Var.)
4) Great size
5) Office chair feature
6) Solution strength, in chemistry
7) Oahu instrument, briefly
8) Legalese for "unless"
9) Venezuelan currency
10) States one's views
11) Some court decisions
12) Valuable rocks
13) Bobbsey twin and namesakes
18) Makes unclean
22) In a package
26) Birch tree
27) Cookbook direction
28) Brain flash
29) Caroler's number
30) Emulate a king
31) Makes wine better
32) Musically, they weren't hits
33) Poker pay-in
36) Bring together
37) Rules for building
39) Went by, as time
40) Came out of a slump?
42) Place side-by-side
43) Type of harm
45) 39.37 inches
46) Took on, as freight
47) Fiery horse
48) Telegram "period"
49) Freight train stowaway
50) _ to riches
52) Glimpse in the distance
55) Forty winks